In high voltage substation it's important to fast simulate and analysis any fault or disturbed in the substation, SCADA system allow to faster analysis of real time and high resolution for the data which allows the operator to take faster decisions at any fault or abnormal condition in the substation. This paper will discuss Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), where the accuracy meaning is a control system with applications in managing large-scale for industrial operations. The remote substation consists of protection and high voltage equipment that are directly interfaced to supervision center national control; fiber optical connection consists of high quality and fast transmitter data from the protection equipment by SCADA system, power system supervision and power Systems control all working in a coordinated automatic fashion.
Figure (1):
Smart SCADA system operation
protective relay:
A protective relay is the device, which operates to disconnect a faulty part of the system, thereby protecting the remainder of the system from further damage. In fact, power protection has the following five main functions as its levels of discipline and functionality
• to ensure safety of personnel • to safeguard the entire system • to ensure continuity of supply • to minimize damage • to reduce resultant repair costs All of these requirements make its necessary to ensure relay detection, localization, and rapid isolation of electrical faults and additionally prompt and safe removal from service of faulty equipment. In order to satisfy the above requirements, protection must therefore have the following qualities.
• Reliability; to operate in the pre-determined manner when an electrical fault is detected.
• Selectivity, discrimination; To detect and safely isolate the faulty items.
• Stability / security; To leave all healthy circuits intact and undisturbed and to ensure continuity of supply • Sensitivity; To detect even the smallest values of fault current or system abnormalities and operate correctly at its pre settings • Speed; to operate speedily when it is required, thereby minimizing safety to personnel.
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Abnormal of the Power System:
Electrical faults usually occur because of the collapse of the insulating between the living conductor and the earth, it may be the cause of this insulating by any one or more of several factors, mechanical damage, high temperature, and voltage surges (caused by lighting or switch), the entry for an ionization the medium of air, medium and deterioration of insulation because of unfriendly environment or aging, or misuse of equipment. Fault current release an enormous amount of thermal energy, and if not quickly scan, may state fire hazards, and serious damage to the equipment and the risk to human life. Some of abnormal in power systems are; over voltage, over loads, unbalanced load, and flow of current transformer errors, short-circuit, short circuits with the ground, open connectors.
Element of protection system in high voltage substations.:
The relay receives information regarding the network mainly from the instrument transformers (voltage and current transformer), detects an abnormal condition by comparing this information to preset values, and gives a tripping command to the circuit breaker when such an abnormal condition has been detected. The relay may also be operated by an external tripping signal either from other instruments, from a SCADA master, or by human intervention, figure (2) discuss the operation of the protection system.
Figure (2): Elements of Protection System
Proceedings of the 10 th ICEENG Conference, 19- Remote Station consists of sensors and actuators that are directly interfaced to the generation plant or equipment's, the components present in a remote station are:
3.1Remote Terminal Unit (RTU):
Remote Terminal unit acts as an interface between the field and the SCADA master It supports control and monitoring of digital and analog data. The RTU panels consist of a power supply card and DO cards, processor, and memory communication card. The RTU panel is powered at 48V.The digital inputs are used to provide the status of switchyard equipment and station auxiliaries. The digital outputs are used for breaker and isolator commands and relay reset commands. There are also junction boxes which are present along with the equipment in order constantly.
Bay Control Unit (BCU):
It is a De-centralized architecture. It is an interface between the field and the SCADA master; it supports the control and monitoring of digital and analog data. BCU has memory unit, DI/DO modules, processor unit, communication unit, power supply unit.
Gateway:
The 
Control Room:
Control room consists of computers which monitor, control real time data received from the remote station, Man power is required to monitor and control the real time data. The components present in the control room are HMI that's apparatus which presents process data to a human operator, and through this, the human operator monitors and controls the process.
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A human-machine interface or HMI is the apparatus which presents process data to a human operator, and through which the human operator controls the process. An HMI is usually linked to the SCADA system's databases and software programs, to provide trending, diagnostic data, and management information such as scheduled maintenance procedures, logistic information, detailed schematics for a particular sensor or machine, and expert-system troubleshooting guides. Protection relay two types input output module and protection relay, where some protection not available to connected by fiber direct with the communication unit, the same mechanical protection for the transformer or some type from differential relay (as the same relay 7lk60000) , in the figure (3) show how protection relay connected by fiber with the communication unit.
This unit transmits signals/data between the remote unit and the protection relay, this Communication mode connected with the protection relay by fiber optical connection, cable, figure (4) show communication units with the protection relay and the figure (6) show the fiber optical 
Figure (5): fiber optical cable
The software is an interface between the operator and the units. The processing software includes database and GIS (Geography Information System) the software gathers, A. Display the current operating situation of the feeder on Screen. B. The fault detecting, locating, insulating and restoration in distribution systems. The operator in the center monitors the operating situation of the feeder and also controls the switches in the feeder when a fault occurs. It allows the operator to visualize and control the functions of the process and use to modify for the final setting for protection relay, the engineering unit its available to send or receive with protective relay the program changed with the type for manufacturer the relay in the figure (6) discuss the actual connection to analysis fault with ABB protection over current relay for (REF 615) , in figure (7a) showing actual three phases over current fault supervised by SEL411L protection relay. At the draft for this chapter will show and discuss the simple start to program protection relays different manufacture types and in figure (7b) show vector diagram. 
Power System Automation:
A power system consists of devices that generate, transmit, and distribute power. Power system automation is the act of automatically controlling the power system via automated processes within computers and intelligent I&C devices. It consists of three Major processes, namely, data acquisition, power system supervision and power Systems control all working in a coordinated automatic fashion. Data acquisition refers to collecting data in the form of measured analog current or voltages values or the Open or closed status of contact points. Power system supervision is carried out by Operators and maintenance engineers through this acquired data either at a remote site Represented by computer displays and graphically wall displays or locally, at the Device site, in the form of front-panel displays and laptop computers. Control refers to sending command messages to a device to operate I&C (A collection of devices that monitor, control and protect the system is referred as instrumentation and control (I&C) system) and power system devices.
Monitoring System of Primary Values:
The monitoring system is a real time supervision system of the field devices real time status (currents, voltages, pressures, temperatures, contacts, etc.). This supervision is made through digital equipment's and special sensors that are installed in the field devices of the substation. The data are collected and processed in a data acquisition and control unit (UAC), to thereafter through a communication network, using desirably a protocol standardized international sent to a central computer located at the control building of the substation and later to the operation centers and so allowing a remote supervision, in figure (8) 
SCADA For Supervision by Transmission Data :
The analog input card is collected the analog data like Load current, Voltage, Reactive power, Real power and Frequency. The digital input card is collected the digital data like status of circuit breaker and isolator .In RTU this analog and digital signal is converted into a digital form by protocol. In table (4) showing the commands to the circuit breaker and dis-connector switch which order send by SCADA by two click for the equipment needing to operate from single line diagram in the central control, this order will give souring from the command that the request need to give (YES) or (NO), the selection ( ok ) will send the serial password for this substation the central main unit will send this serial to operation relay which close the contact synchronies with the serial number in the BCU relay which give the order for this contact wiring with the line. The status from the circuit breaker, dis-connector switch and earth switch from the substation are send by serial password to control central by 1 or 0 by SCADA the status for line 132 KV shown in the table (5). In high voltage substations at any abnormal condition the data transmit from substation to national control center by SCADA system where protection relay send the serial password to channel in collection data(RTU) serial from relay are configure in the central unit by another password to send to control center, in another hand the tow password are programed to text this text by function operated in protection relay, in tables (6) and table (7) are simulate example for transmit by SCADA to control central, where table (6) discuss protection relay used with transformer protection and table (7) used for Over-head transmission line that send the condition by serial that's translate to text in the central control in the substation and at limited for SCADA serial number that's can be collect some protection in one serial that translate in the national control center to text, as the same all temperature protection collected in one serial , all zones distance in one serial ,….etc. This paper presents, what is the need of SCADA in the present high voltage substations, the SCADA system is used for monitoring and controlling power industry from national central control. its presented the importance of SCADA and the integration of Hardware and Software components to the power industry SCADA system is that one which interested in collecting data from field using different devices such as ABB protection Relay and SEL411L protection relay, SCADA provides management with real-time data on production operations; an implement more efficient control paradigms, improve plant and personnel safety, and reduces costs of man power for operation. The security of SCADA systems depends on the effective application of security principles and technology to the SCADA system. The quality and quantity of the product will be enhanced accordingly using SCADA system. SCADA system is a real time system in which the information is time stamped along with the event SCADA system provides faster analysis of real time data which allows the operator to make faster decisions with the help of different alarms on the panels. SCADA systems reduces human error (that occurs while taking readings mostly) making the system more efficient and reliable. It keeps a record of the data and analysis of the past years which can be easily accessed.
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